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IN THE LOOP
Welcome  to the Assert newsletter! We are pleased to publish our March

edition of the newsletter. This newsletter contains information about how our

staff are providing support through different services, our upcoming activities

and events and member stories. We hope you enjoy reading it, as much as we

did writing it!

We're back with what's happening at Assert 
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Exploring photography
By Caroline Carter 
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If you would like to contact Caroline, please check out her instagram:

https://instagram.com/carolinecarterart?igshid=yb4bguh5tts4

Taken in Wild Park Brighton on a daily walk. The sunlight and
puddles on a Winter’s day. 

https://instagram.com/carolinecarterart?igshid=yb4bguh5tts4
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Poetry- commemorating one year to the lockdown
By Nadine Plentie

Poem 1
 

There’s no concrete plan 

But lets all do what we can

 

Send a text, make a call 

Show those you love that we 

Can rise above it all 

 

Try and be strong 

For the days will be long 

 

Lets wrap each other in thoughts with love 

Turn to the sky and look out for the dove 

 

All when day turns to night

Keep an eye on the stars 

For that glimmer of light 
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Poetry- commemorating one year to the lockdown
By Nadine Plentie

Poem 2
 

But we wish we could go 

Back a year 

 

Navigating the hustle and bustle of life 

Not realising the strife on its way 

 

Solid lockdown turning into mental shutdown 

Realising how special and snug it is just to be able to hug 

 

Wish we could go back a year

Not so much angst even going for a beer 

 

Little things we took for granted 

We now look at and become enchanted 

 

How could we of known? 

But the seeds of learning how now been sown

 

Uncertainty and questions are clear 

 

And how we wish we could go 

Back a year 
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Feeling old at 22
By Lydia Wilkins

By the time you read this, I will be twenty-two. A whole year will have

passed since the first lockdown. (My twenty-first birthday was two days

after the first lockdown. Yep.) A lot has happened in that time - and a lot

that I would have never bet on. 

Being Autistic and female, there have been some weird ‘extras’ that have

needed dealing with - like with the Personal Independence Payment

service, the route to diagnosis. We even heard last year, how there is a

different expectation for women in the workplace - and Autistic women

will be judged far more unfairly for their condition. Some days, I feel ‘old’ -

tired by having to deal with these stumbling blocks, having to justify

myself to impossible thresholds, all the while just wanting to ‘live’. 

With that in mind, these are eight lessons I have learnt in the last two and

a bit decades. 

The story that we tell ourselves matter. 

One of the oddest but most brilliant experiences of my life was seeing

Derren Brown live in Brighton. The show centered upon the stories we tell

ourselves - such as from cultural references, as well as in the day to day.

One of the most effective methods of just ‘being’ I came across was in this

show - to physically say to yourself the next chapter of the story that you

want to ‘write’. At college I went for a voluntary student position requiring

a vote - something I never do, it’s based on popularity. For the first time in

my life, I won (!) 

‘Best’? Don’t save for then. 

Be it a pandemic, or something happening suddenly - don’t save for best. 

Productivity does not define worth. 
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Executive functioning is something I still grapple with - and it took a long

time to accept that my productivity levels may sometimes be impaired

because of this. Productivity does not define worth, even though we have a

culture that tells us this. I have adapted, but will never be ‘perfect’.

Productivity does not make us lesser or more of a person, and neither does

it say anything about our values. 

You can do more than two things at once. 

You can support the Covid 19 regulations and question the ‘logic’ behind

them! You can think about two separate things about the same subject -

but so many have not quite grasped this. See also: Boris Johnson and the

‘Captain Hindsight’ insults. 

And you are perfectly entitled to ask questions! 

I work as a freelance journalist - largely because I was born nosy (!) Even if it

is just asking for help, or questions about your benefits - we all have a right

to this. (And - see point above - you can support something while also

questioning it.) 

Trust your gut. 

I am still learning how to do this; physically, my introception is shockingly

awful - so this can sometimes be difficult. But that ‘gut’ feeling is invaluable

- and it is not ‘paranoia’, as I was so often derided as a child. We have our

gut for our reason, so trust it. Caution is a good characteristic to have, after

all. 

This, too, shall pass. Quantify it if needed. 

At the start of the pandemic, the inane platitudes annoyed me - to ‘check

in with yourself’, ‘it’s okay not to be okay’. Instagram is full of them. We saw

our government ministers speaking in aphorisms for months - such as

describing ‘the fight against Covid 19’ as a ‘battle’, or that ‘a stitch in time

saves nine’. This is so utterly pointless at times, as it obscures meaning. 
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‘This, too, shall pass’ was a particular line that kept coming up. My theory of

mind means I cannot quantify time very well - and this seemed pointless.

But, factually, there will be an end to Covid 19. Quantify it if needed - like by

making a list of things to look forward to. 

If you don’t ask, you don’t get.

So put yourself up for the promotion, ask someone to be your mentor,

whatever - put yourself out there. 



Hi all,

Its great to be heading into spring and having the lighter mornings and

evenings now. Hopefully, Assert will be able to start some limited in

person support in the coming months. We cannot wait to see you when

we are able to. 

We have been very busy continuing to support people remotely in the

meantime. We were successful in accessing £5000 from BHCC to

distribute funds to people in financial hardship. This was quite a complex

piece of work, but one which we know has had a huge positive impact on

the recipients of the funds. Thanks to BHCC for granting us this really

important funding. Some feedback on this project includes: 

‘The scheme has been of immense help as being able to buy new
clothes for myself is very difficult due to a lack of budget for them, so
stuff generally goes unreplaced when it’s damaged. Being able to
buy a new warm jumper when the only current one has tears so large
it’s more hole than Piers Morgan, has been extremely gratifying.’

‘I have put the money on my electricity top up card towards the next
winter fuel bill and topped up with food essentials. Thank you so
much, this helps me tremendously and makes me feel cared for’

‘During the last year of Covid-19 restrictions, I haven't been able to do
any therapeutic earnings work to supplement my benefits income.
So, a gift of food and winter clothing vouchers is really appreciated -
and many thanks to Sarah for administering that too! Now I can
afford the higher-priced 'free from' dietary foods that I need, plus I'm
looking forward to getting some new thermal long johns from M&S!’
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ORGANISATIONAL UPDATE
By Sarah Bourne



World Autism Awareness Week 2021
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To celebrate World Autism Awareness week 2021, Assert have put together a

range of events, articles and a fundraising pack that we hope will all be of

interest to everyone. We are having 2 webinars, will be launching a series of

client blogs and launching our brand new fundraising tool kit (that can help

you to raise funds for Assert and our services).
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With the roll out of the vaccine moving quickly forward and reaching more

and more people each day, its looking hopeful that we will be able to

extend what we can offer in the coming months. If you have any

suggestions of new ways that we can help and support you, please get in

touch. 

AUTISM SUPPORT
By Maria Riaza

Hi everyone, 

I hope you are well,  

As some of you already know, I am expecting a little baby girl due in April.

I am fully booked for the two weeks I have left before I go on maternity

leave, which means that I am unable to take new casework load.

Unfortunately there will be a reduced service whilst I am on leave. If there

is an urgent matter you need advice about, please contact my manager

Debbie. 

We will continue to welcome new clients to Assert every week. The

registrations are being made via Zoom meetings due to Covid restrictions.

This will not be changing whilst I am away as Nicola will be taking over

the registrations for the next six months.  

My email address will be monitored, please be aware there might be some

delay in the replies. 
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Hello,  

 

This month has flown by! I have continued to facilitate Coffee Club every

2nd & 4th Wednesday of the month which is lovely. I really enjoy talking to

everyone. This week the group discussed whether they felt that they were

‘in love’ with their special interest, in the same way they feel about people.

It was great to hear everyone’s slightly different perspectives.  

 

Active Club (Wellbeing Discussion) has been paused until we can do group

activates face-to-face again (in the mean time I will be helping to facilitate

Peer Discussion Group in March and the Get Together in April). I have been

looking at the proposed dates and we should hopefully be able to have out

first session in May – I hope! Please get in contact if you have any ideas of

activities you would like to try in the summer.  

 

I hope you are all well. 
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WELLBEING CLUB
By Jenna Dadak

BENEFITS SERVICE
By Alex Little

Universal Credit are keeping their £20 a week uplift for 6 months from

April. 

The 'Minimum Income Floor' for self-employed earners will remain

suspended until August 2021. 

Working Tax Credit claimants will receive a one-off payment of £500 by

Mid-April. 

Hi Everyone! 

The Government announced their budget for 2021 on 3rd March. What this

could mean for you: 

You can find the full information on the Gov.uk website, or there is a great

article on MoneySavingExpert.com 
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In April, the DWP will also be resuming trials to combine PIP and WCA

assessments. The idea of this, is to collect all the evidence required for both

at the same time, and to reduce the number of assessments claimants

have to attend. 

And as always, the Benefits Service is running remotely, offering full

services via phone, email and zoom, so please do get in touch with any

questions or support that you may need. benefits@assertbh.org.uk 
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NEURODIVERSITY PROJECT
By Nicola Jones

Hello everyone

My newest project at the moment is Assert’s Monthly Get Together. From

6pm-8pm on the first Thursday of the month we are hosting a zoom group

with a room for games and a room for chatting. Each month we will do a

different game, this month was Pictionary! 

I chose Pictionary this month because it was such a hit at the Christmas

party that I desperately wanted to play it again. Hopefully we will be

recreating the excitable Christmas spirit! There’s a few practiced players

and some newbies so it looks like it will be an exciting night.

Many thanks to Julia who volunteered to do the first social group. As

always hardworking, and as always fabulous 

I look forward to updating you all on how it went and hopefully seeing

some of you there.

Nicola Jones

Nicola.neurodiversity@assertbh.org.uk
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mailto:benefits@assertbh.org.uk
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In February, Assert launched its first Walk and Shoot contest - not quite as

dangerous as it sounds! The idea was to encourage members to go out every

day for a week and take photos to capture images along the way and record

how they felt before and after the walk-using the walking log one of our

very talented clients has designed for Assert. 

Congratulations to Sue Burchett! Who managed to walk a total of 13.6

miles and take some brilliant photos. In The Loop, spoke to Sue 

Why enter?

Sue: "As soon as I got the email from Julia I replied straightaway to say I was

in! I loved the idea. I do try and walk as much as I can anyway and enjoy

taking photos but don't always remember to take snaps when I am out and

about, so it felt like a brilliant incentive to take more pictures and get

creative. Finally, I am quite competitive as well! �"

What did you enjoy most?

It was great to try and look at what were largely, familiar surroundings with

a photographer's eye and attempt some arty images - I am not sure how

well I succeeded! When I got home I'd look at all the photos I'd taken on the

walk and edit them, crop them and/or experiment with filters and I really

enjoyed that. 

What was your favourite walk?

I walked from the racecourse to Rottingdean on the Sunday which was

brilliant it takes about an hour and a half - it was such a gorgeous warm and

sunny day. It's lovely to be able to see the sea getting closer and closer and

you get to go past the windmill before you hit the beach. 

February’s Walking Contest

By Julia Martinez

LIFESKILLS-COURSES
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What will you do with the prizemoney?

I am going to buy an accessory for my bike I think? Maybe a mobile phone

holder? 

What was the biggest benefit?

It was all beneficial to be honest. I love walking and although I felt really

tired at the weekend I went on two long walks because of the competition.

It really encouraged me to be active which improves my mood and fitness

and maybe I lost a lockdown pound or two - fingers crossed!

Thanks Julia and Assert. For me, it wasn't so much about winning as I think

taking part was enough of a prize.   
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Jess also took part in the February’s walking contest and shared with
us her walking log and photos.
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Martin’s pea soup and cheese scones – a yummy result of the first zoom
cookery session with the Community Chef!
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ASSERT OPERATIONS
By Debbie Taylor

Hi everyone, 

I know I have said this a lot in recent months, but I do hope you are coping

during this continuing period of further lockdown due to the pandemic. I

was fortunate enough to attend the National Autistic Society’s annual

conference last week, a slightly unusual experience attending a conference

from home, but the focus of the conference felt very pertinent to these

times being, ‘Autism and Mental Health’. There were speakers who

explored the impact of the uncertainty of the pandemic on autistic people.

This was particularly in relation to the associated impact of a further layer

of anxiety and uncertainty, when anxiety and depression is already all too

common for people. It was also interesting to hear that while contact and

connection with others can provoke anxiety, it was being recognised that

as time passes, many people are very much missing this aspect of life. 

I do hope those of you who benefitted from a ticket funded by ‘Scope’ felt

they got something from the speakers and I look forward to hearing about

your experiences.

Take care everyone and hope to see some of you soon, although sadly likely

to be remotely for some time yet. 

Debbie Taylor – debbiet@assertbh.org.uk

ASSERT PEER DISCUSSION GROUP (PDG)
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Hi everyone, Maria and I want to let you know that the Assert Peer

Discussion Group continues to operate through Zoom. Look out for the

weekly topic flyer, usually sent out on Tuesdays.

The group has become increasingly popular, as people enjoy the

opportunity of discussing topics important to them. In response we do now

operate breakout rooms and currently split into two groups operating

simultaneously, with support from volunteers and many 

mailto:debbiet@assertbh.org.uk
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thanks to Jenna offering support, allowing me to take a little leave. 

I have also reluctantly made the decision to deliver the group fortnightly

throughout March and April. This is while we take some annual leave and

prepare for Maria’s impending maternity leave. 

You will have recently received a feedback survey via survey monkey

regarding your experience of attending the PDG over the last year. I can’t

emphasise how helpful it is to us for as many people as possible to

respond to this. This is the way we can best deliver a service that reflects

your needs, within the resources we have and to support the all-important

funding applications to continue service delivery. All feedback is helpful

and constructive. Thank you in advance.

Debbie and Maria

Debbie Taylor – debbiet@assertbh.org.uk
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ASSERT PARENT, PARTNERS AND CARERS GROUP
Hi everyone, I hope you are keeping safe during this challenging times.

  

We have started our monthly Zoom meetings, the next meeting will be on

the 23rd of March, from 18.00 to 19.30h.  

We are aware that it is not the same than meeting in the pub, but

considering the current situation and the unlikelihood of being able to

consider meeting in person throughout the next few months, we wanted

to be able to offer the opportunity to connect to those parents, partners

and carers that would like to do so. 

The group is being facilitated over Zoom by Debbie and myself (Maria) and

we will be happy to welcome those of you who want to join us. 

Please get in contact on:  assert.bh@assertbh.org.uk  (Maria)  

 

 

By Maria Riaza

mailto:debbiet@assertbh.org.uk
mailto:assert.bh@assertbh.org.uk


This month I wanted to explore some feelings about the easing of

lockdown. I know is fantastic news for some people, as some event and

groups begin to start again. However, through talking to clients in the

groups I run and also in Support Sessions, I know there is also some

feelings of apprehension.  

I have been thinking about how I feel about this personally. Firstly, I used

to be a very social person - I would see groups of friends regularly and be

out the house a lot of the time. Even when I was at home, I live with two

other people so was rarely alone. Therefore, lockdown came as quite a

shock to my lifestyle. However, I have grown rather accustomed to my new

little way of life. I have learnt to take pleasure in sitting in the park on my

own every lunch break, learning to crochet while listening to a podcast to

emulate company, and even scheduling face-times with friends while

lounge around in trackies.  

To be honest, the news of lockdown easing came as quite a shock. Even

though there had been talk about it for some time… I still can’t quite get

my head around the idea of big groups of people. And I have been

thinking about ways I can take control of these feelings. I have therefore

decided to make the most of lockdown easing by following my one advice

and thinking about what specific activities I am excited to do again! 

 

As a result of this decision, I have made enquiries about pottery classes  

 which I am extremely excited for! I had gone to a course in 2019, and had

intended to return in Spring 2020. Pottery is an activity I know is also really

positive for my wellbeing, while being something practical and calm that I

can enjoy on my own.  

Another activity I have looking forward to being able to start again, is

Pilates. Again, I used to go before last March. In the meantime, I have tried

yoga on Youtube but it hasn’t been the same as I really miss being in a

small group of being all being told what to do, and corrected, by a trained

instructor.   
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J E N N A ' S  W E L L B E I N G  C O L U M N :  E A S I N G  O F

L O C K D O W N
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I would like it if you could also have a think about what activities you

have missed doing?  

What activities you would like to start?  

Is therefore anything you have tried since lockdown that you want to

continue to do?  

Are there any in-person groups you a keen to attend?  

Are you in the position to start making enquiries or researching open

dates for the cinemas etc?  

Reminding myself that I still have control over the activities I choose to

take up again when lockdown eases, and that I can take forward lessons

that I have learnt about myself in this past year, has helped me to think

more positively about the forthcoming summer.  

 

Activity 
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ASSERT IS CELEBRATING AUTISM AWARENESS
WEEK WITH TWO LIVE WEBINARS!
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Registration Link: 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/autistic-identity-my-path-to-self-

understanding-and-celebration-tickets-144479332573

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/autistic-identity-my-path-to-self-understanding-and-celebration-tickets-144479332573


ASSERT IS CELEBRATING AUTISM AWARENESS
WEEK WITH TWO LIVE WEBINARS!
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Registration Link: 

Will be shared via Mailchimp this week!!!



Assert are still here for you. We want to hear from you about how we can

help you and what you would find beneficial. Please get in touch if you

have any ideas for new ways to connect with and support you. If you cannot

access remote support, we may be able to offer you in person support. You

would need to be able to give a reasonable explanation regarding why

remote support is inaccessible to you. Assert have spent time ensuring that

we can do limited in person support safely. This offer is subject to change

due to requirements from the Government changing or staff availability

altering.

T O G E T H E R ,  W E  C A N

for more information and regular updates, follow us

on our social media platforms:

/assertbandh @ASSERT_BH

D O N A T E  T O  A S S E R T :  Y O U R  S U P P O R T  I S

V I T A L  T O  U S

The pandemic has had a huge impact on the wellbeing of everyone. Its

been a really difficult time and has required continued adaptation, changes

to routines and different ways of working. It has also impacted on funding

opportunities for Assert and the services we provide. We have lost funding

for our Activities Coordinator position and it is impossible to fundraise for

this in current circumstances. Supporting our clients is now more important

than ever and we need your support to help us to continue to offer our

services and support. 

Donations to Assert are vital in keeping the charity operational and free at

point of service. We are incredibly grateful for any donations received. You

can donate to us through PayPal or the 'donate' button on our Facebook

page. You could also make donations in cash, via cheque or bank transfer,

host your own fundraiser or use the link below:

https://www.paypal.com/uk/fundraiser/charity/2333838
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COFFEE CLUB
2ND AND 4TH WEDNESDAY
FROM 11AM-1 PM, VIA ZOOM

U P C O M I N G  A C T I V I T I E S

C A L E N D A R -  F E B R U A R Y

PEER DISCUSSION GROUP 
EVERY FRIDAY, 5:30-7:00 PM          
VIA ZOOM

 please feel free to

contact us via

Office Address:
Assert (B&H)
Community Base
113 Queens Road
Brighton BN1 3XG

Phone:  01273 234 850
01273 234 853 

Email:  assert.bh@assertbh.org.uk
Web: www.assertbh.org.uk
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PARENT, PARTNERS AND CARERS
GROUP 

23RD MAR, 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
VIA ZOOM
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